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A B S T R A C T

A novel approach of preparing high performance electrodes for supercapacitors was demonstrated by
pyrolyzing the hierarchical composite prepared from organic waste and biological resources. Sponge
waste was utilized as a carbon source for preparing the interconnected structured electrode materials
with high porosity, and needle-like ZnO particles were directly grown on the sponge in order to
effectively capture bacteria cells as well as improve the overall redox reactions. The bacteria (E. coli O157:
H7) were isolated on a ZnO/sponge composite to endow electrochemically beneficial inherent nitrogen
existing in bacteria, as well as to provide bio-templates with the aids of these structural and material
benefits, the carbonized material prepared from the bacteria loaded on the ZnO/sponge composite
showed a significantly enhanced specific capacitance of 133 F g�1 (at 0.2 A g�1) and an excellent cycle
retention of 89% over long-term cycles (5000 cycles). Our strategy of utilizing recyclable and biomass-
derived materials not only can effectively improve the electrochemical performances of supercapacitors
but also open an innovative way to address the systemic issues underlying the carbonaceous materials
used in supercapacitors.
© 2019 The Korean Society of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights

reserved.
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Introduction

The sustainable chemistry for synthesizing functional new
materials has received growing attention due to current environ-
mental issues and limited resources [1,2]. Carbonized organic
resources have been widely investigated for electrochemical
application due to their high electrical conductivities. However,
it was difficult to obtain a porous structure by itself without further
treatment. The porous structures with a high surface area and
contents of heteroatoms are essentially required for achieving high
performance supercapacitors. The well-controlled porous struc-
tures from natural resources is still challenging, and template-
based synthesis or harsh carbonization processes are generally
required. Although renewable resources have been proposed
previously for electrode materials, activation process using KOH
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[3,4], ZnCl2 [5,6], and H3PO4 [7,8] are still required to produce
porous structure.

The commercial sponges consisting of polyurethane are used as
a cleaning tool for washing impervious surfaces and insulator
including refrigerator, vehicle, and clothes. As the use of sponge
enormously increases, the amount of sponge waste also keeps
increasing every year. Previous investigation revealed that 7.5
million tons of polyurethane sponge were consumed in 2000’s and
their disposal rate is increasing [9]. A representative feature of
sponge is that it intrinsically possesses hierarchical porous
structures containing macro- and micro-pores, which does not
require a further activation process to produce pores on the carbon
scaffold. We assumed that the upcycling of disposable sponge into
sustainable carbon material can be an innovative strategy to design
the unique, hierarchical and porous-structured carbon for super-
capacitors. In addition, the use of sponges as electrodes materials
has not yet been reported to the best of our knowledge.

Bacteria is another natural resource that contains various
heteroatoms including nitrogen which is a beneficial element for
hed by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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electrochemical properties of supercapacitor electrodes. Bacteria
comprise a large domain of prokaryotic microorganisms with
sturdy cell walls that maintain the whole cell system in harsh
conditions [10,11]. In addition, they are inexpensive, abundant,
environmentally benign, and renewable resources provided by
nature. For these reasons, bacteria have become promising
additives to produce electrode materials through nitrogen doping
and enhancing electrical conductivity by delocalization of elec-
trons. Bacteria have been used to prepare composite electrodes
with transition metal oxide because the electrode materials exhibit
pseudocapacitive behavior by redox reaction on interfaces
between electrode and electrolyte [12–16]. Most recently, Atalay
et al. reported the metal oxide nanostructures with high surface-
to-volume ratio using the Deinococcus radiodurans bacteria [17].
This group developed a bio fabrication method with obtaining
porous nanostructured nickel oxide for electrode material. Shim
et al. demonstrated the preparation of porous Co3O4 nano-
structures linked with Bacillus subtilis for lithium storage [18].
Previous studies revealed that bacteria provide superior properties
for electrode materials with novel features.
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic procedure of bacteria captured ZnO on sponge for electrode materi
growth time. FESEM images of (c) sponge, (d) ZnO (0 h) coated sponge, (e) ZnO (1 h) 

representative image of bacteria captured ZnO (5 h) coated sponge before carbonizatio
Even though zinc oxide (ZnO) is considered as one of the
most attractive electrode materials for supercapacitors owing to
its high energy density (�760 A g�1), environmental friendliness
and cost-benefit, less effort has been devoted to designing
carbon/ZnO composites [19]. An appropriate amount of ZnO can
enhance the electrochemical performance due to function as
efficient electron conducting pathway, indicating that the best
electrochemical performances of ZnO composites can be
achieved through adjusting the concentration of ZnO. Therefore,
designing and developing the new framework of electrode
material is necessary for enhancing the electrochemical
properties.

In this paper, an efficient and straightforward approach to
create hierarchical structured ZnO/carbon electrode for super-
capacitors was demonstrated. First, intrinsically porous struc-
ture of sponge materials was employed to prepare porous
carbon template via carbonization, which has not been reported
yet. Second, needle-like ZnO nanoparticles were grown on the
sponge in order to further capture bacteria and enhance the
overall redox reactions. Third, the bacteria were isolated on ZnO/
als and (b) images of real samples of sponge and ZnO coated sponge with different
coated sponge, (f) ZnO (3 h) coated sponge, (g) ZnO (5 h) coated sponge, and (h)
n (All scale bars are 3 mm).
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sponge composites to endow intrinsic nitrogen in bacteria as
well as to provide bio-template consisting of an outer
membrane containing lipopolysaccharides, a periplasmic space
with a peptidoglycan layer. To investigate how the ratio of ZnO
nanowire to the entire electrode affect the electrochemical
performances of supercapacitors, the length of ZnO nanowire
was controlled. With the synergistic contribution of ZnO
nanowire, bacteria derived carbon and sponge derived carbon,
the prepared electrode exhibited an excellent capacitance and
stable cyclability over 5000 cycles.

Experimental

Preparation of bacteria

E.coli O157:H7 (ATCC) cells were prepared in a 15 mL tube
containing Luria Bertani (LB) broth (LPS solution Inc. Korea)
and incubated overnight with shaking (150 rpm) at 37 �C. The
cell density of bacteria was measured by UV absorption at 600
nm and the optical density was 1 which was equivalent to 109

cells/mL.
Fig. 2. (a) FTIR spectrum, (b) XRD patterns, (c) TGA results, and (d) zeta potentials, (e) BET
after carbonization (B@ZnO/SG series).
Preparation of sponge-based active materials for electrodes

First, a layer of ZnO was deposited on a sliced sponge by radio
frequency (RF) sputtering (150 W, 10 min for both sides) as seeds of
nanowires. Then, sponges were immersed in ZnO precursor
solution (25 mM zinc nitrate hexahydrate containing 25 mM
hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) and 6 mM polyethyleneimine
(PEI)) in DI water and heated at 95 �C for 0, 1, 3 and 5 h for the
growth of ZnO [20]. Finally, the sponge was rinsed with DI water,
followed by drying by nitrogen blowing. The pristine sponge (SG),
bacteria doped ZnO/SG series (B@ZnO/SG) with different growth
time (denoted B@ZnO/SG0, B@ZnO/SG1, B@ZnO/SG3, B@ZnO/SG5)
were carbonized at 700 �C for 2 h under nitrogen atmosphere. (In
case of bacteria doped samples, bacteria (1 mL) were dropped on
the ZnO/sponge samples by pipette before carbonization).

Material characterization

The surface morphologies of prepared samples were measured
using the Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM). Chemical compositions of the samples were
 analysis results, and (f) XPS surveys of sponge and bacteria captured ZnO on sponge
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analyzed with fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR,
Nicolet iS5). The crystallinity of obtained samples was investigated
by X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku smartlab) with Cu Ka source.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a ther-
mogravimetric analyzer (TGA N-1000, Scinco) at a heating rate of
10 �C min�1 in air. Zeta potential of the materials dispersed in
aqueous solution was determined using Zetasizer Nano-ZS90
(Malvern Instruments). The specific surface areas of the samples
were investigated by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method
with a Tristar II 3020 Micromeritics instrument. An X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed using
a Thermo VG Scientific Sigma Probe spectrometer.

Fabrication of electrodes

The slurries containing different active materials (SG or B@ZnO/
SG samples) were prepared by mixing active materials (80 wt%),
vapor grown carbon fiber (15 wt.%, VGCF, Showa Denko K.K.) and
polyvinylidene fluoride (5 wt%, PVDF, Sigma-Aldrich) in N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich). The electrodes were
prepared by coating the slurries on 1 cm � 1 cm nickel foams,
followed by vacuum drying at 60 �C for 12 h.

Electrochemical measurement

The electrodes were analyzed by cyclic voltammetry at a
potential range of �1 to 0 V, impedance spectroscopy in a
frequency range from 10 mHz to 100 kHz with an amplitude of
10 mV, and galvanostatic charge/discharge analysis (Autolab, P/G-
Stat 100). Half-cells tests were carried out in 1M Na2SO4 aqueous
electrolyte with Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl, 0.196 V vs. SCE, Metrohm)
reference electrode, and Pt (1 cm � 1 cm) counter electrode, and
the gap between the reference electrode capillary and the working
electrode was maintained at 1–2 mm.

Results and discussion

The hierarchically porous carbon/ZnO composite electrodes
were prepared from natural resources and polymeric waste as
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). First, thin ZnO was deposited on a
macroporous sponge surface as a seed layer by RF sputtering
and arrays of ZnO nanowires were grown from the ZnO sputtered
sponge surfaces in the zinc precursor solution. To control the
length of ZnO nanowires, the growth reaction was allowed for 1, 3,
and 5 h. Secondly, the ZnO/sponge structure was decorated with
bacteria (E. coli) by a simple dropping of bacteria suspension onto
the ZnO/sponge. Finally, bacteria captured ZnO/sponge samples
were carbonized at 700 �C for 2 h. Fig. 1(b) shows macro the porous
structure of a pristine sponge and a ZnO/sponge samples. After the
ZnO sputtering and the growth reactions, the sample became
brighter than the bare sponge, and the color of sponge-based
samples got bright as the growth time of ZnO increased due to the
intrinsic color of the ZnO. The growth of ZnO nanostructures on
macroporous sponge was confirmed by SEM analysis. The pristine
sponge shows a smooth surface, while ZnO sputtered sponge
surface exhibits plenty of gaps over the sponge as shown in Fig.1(c)
and (d). After the ZnO growth reaction, homogeneous arrays of ZnO
nanowires were observed throughout the sponge surfaces. As the
growth reaction time of ZnO increased, the length of ZnO nanowire
increased from 1 mm to 3 mm, while diameter of ZnO nanowires
were almost maintained as shown in Fig. 1(e)–(g). Also,
representative image of bacteria captured ZnO/SG5 prior to
carbonization process is shown in Figure S1(a) and Fig. 1(h) (bare
and false colored SEM images, respectively). The grown ZnO
structure has the optimized needle-like morphology to capture
bacteria by piercing bacteria cells; it gives a mechanical robustness
to the ZnO structure after the bacteria capture. In addition, the gap
between ZnO nanorods allow the efficient electrolyte penetration
into the inner part of the electrode. This dramatically enhances the
electrochemical reactions and kinetics of supercapacitors [21–23].
After carbonization, bacteria were not observed due to the
disintegration and permeation of bacteria into the backbone of
the pyrolyed sponge and surfaces of ZnO, and thereby resulting in
the hybrid structure of ZnO/sponge coated with bacteria during
thermal process as shown in Figure S1(b).

To chemically analyze the prepared materials, FTIR analysis of
carbonized SG, and B@ZnO/SG series was performed (Fig. 2(a)). The
characteristic peaks of ZnO were observed in the range of 500 cm–

700 cm�1 which corresponds to Zn��O vibrations, and the peak
intensity increased with ZnO growth time, indicating increase in
ZnO contents [24,25]. Also, broad absorption peak at around 1600
cm�1 was also observed due to the O��H stretching bond.
Especially, bacteria captured samples showed characteristic peaks
of bacteria including amide region from 1700 to 1500 cm�1, mixed
region of proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates from 1500 to 1200
cm�1, polysaccharide region from 1200 to 900 cm�1, and the
fingerprint region from 900 to 700 cm�1 [26,27]. These results
implied that ZnO nanorods on sponge effectively captured bacteria
during the bacteria doping process. The peak of bacterial became
obvious as the ZnO growth time increased, which is associated
with effective capture of bacteria on the ZnO nanorod.

The XRD patterns of the carbonized sponge and B@ZnO/SG
series were investigated in order to prove the successful growth of
ZnO (Fig. 2(b)). The broad peaks centered at around 25� and 45�

were observed in all samples which assign to the (002) and (001)
planes of carbon structure originated from the carbonized sponge
as previously reported [28]. ZnO peaks were also observed at 2u
= 31.8, 34.5, 36.3, 47.6, 56.6, 62.9, 68.0, and 69.2�, which can be
assigned to the (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (112), and
(201) planes, respectively. Throughout this result, it was confirmed
that the designed samples were well prepared without impurities
and the intensity of ZnO peaks was significantly changed as a
function of ZnO growth time, which is well in accordance with the
SEM and FTIR analysis results.

In order to determine the contents of ZnO in B@ZnO/SG
composite, thermogravimetric (TGA) analysis of carbonized
sponge, and B@ZnO/SG series was carried out as shown in
Fig. 2(c). TGA analysis of pure ZnO showed negligible weight loss
(2.5 wt.%) after increasing the temperature up to 800 �C, and the
small weight loss was primarily due to the evaporation of water. In
the case of carbonized sponge and B@ZnO/SG series, slight weight
losses were observed at 100 �C due to the evaporation of water.
However, significant decrease in weight was observed in the range
from 400 to 600 �C, which is attributed to the combustion of carbon
from carbonized sponge and bacteria [29]. The weight fraction of
residues of B@ZnO/SG samples at 800 �C, which correspond to the
ZnO contents, increased from 0.34 to 17.9% when ZnO growth time
increased from 1 to 3 h.

Zeta-potential of the prepared materials also analyzed as
shown in Fig. 2(d). Amorphous carbon originated from carbon-
ized sponge was negatively charged due to the defects of carbon
structure [30,31]. In the case of B@ZnO/SG, all samples showed
negative zeta potentials, and the negative charge of B@ZnO/SG
decreased with ZnO growth time due to the increase of ZnO which
has a positive surface charge around 10 mV. Even though
positively charged ZnO was introduced, strong negative charges
of bacteria originated from phospholipids and lipopolysacchar-
ides provided a net negative charge of B@ZnO/SG [32,33]. The
presence of more positive charges in the structure of B@ZnO/SG
sample significantly improved their capturing ability of bacteria,
which can be caused by the strong electrostatic attraction
between ZnO and bacteria.
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The BET experiments give useful information on the physical
properties of surface area relevant to the electrochemical
properties in Fig. 2(e). It was observed that the carbonized
sponge had porous structures, and thus showed high specific area
(241 m2g�1). After ZnO sputtering (ZnO/SG0), the surface area
was drastically reduced to 74 m2g�1, and this is because of the
blockage of porous structures of sponge by sputtered ZnO and
bacteria. However, the surface area of B@ZnO/SG increased with
ZnO growth time from 167 to 319 m2g�1 when the ZnO growth
reaction time increased from 1 to 5 h. This results imply that pores
were created between ZnO nanowires, and it resulted in the
increase of surface area. Moreover, B@ZnOS5 showed a higher
surface area than that of the carbonized sponge. Importantly, high
surface area of carbon materials generally provides good
electrochemical properties because the capacitive behavior is
mostly depending on the formation of double layer across the
electrode/electrolyte interface [15,34–37].

To analyze the chemical composition of the carbonized sponge
and B@ZnO/SG samples, the XPS analysis was performed, and XPS
spectra were obtained in the range 0–1100 eV as shown in Fig. 2(f).
In the case of the carbonized sponge, only C, N, and O peaks were
observed. On the other hand, the carbonized B@ZnO/SG samples
showed additional Zn peaks, and intensity of the ZnO peaks
increased with ZnO growth time.

To further analyze the nitrogen species in the carbonized
B@ZnO/SG samples, XPS data in the binding energy range from
390 to 407 eV were deliberately investigated as shown in Fig. 3.
Three species of N-containing groups including pyridinic-N,
pyrrolic-N and quaternary N could be verified by at 398.1, 399.4
and 401.1 eV, respectively (Fig. 3d) [38–40]. When the sponge
was carbonized, pyridinic-N was mostly generated while
contents of pyrrolic-N, and quaternary-N were increased as
introducing bacteria that containing nitrogen source. Based on
the results, bacteria were successfully incorporated into the
ZnO/SG sampleswith providing nitrogen species. It implies that
the needle-like morphology of ZnO was firstly interacted with
surface of bacteria by morphological effect (needle-like struc-
ture) and electric charge interaction, then permeated the
structure of carbon sources during the carbonization process.
Fig. 3. XPS survey of (a) sponge, (b) B@ZnO/SG0, (c) B@ZnO/SG1, (d) B@ZnO/SG3, (e) B@Z
on sponge with ZnO growth time.
Pyridinic-N was most abundant at higher ZnO growth time
because pyridinic-N was usually regarding to be more stable
than other nitrogen species, indicating that B@ZnO/SG5 were
more captured than other samples [41,42]. Finally, the results
prove that carbonization process after capturing bacterial can
allow the carbon skeleton to be doped with nitrogen species. It is
well known that electrochemically active nitrogen atoms can
easily control the delocalization of structures, resulting in
plentiful accommodation of electrolyte ions on the electrode
surface. In detail, pyridinic N and pyrrolic N play key roles in
enhancing the specific capacitance of N-doped materials owing
to their pseudocapacitive contribution [43–45].

In order to demonstrate the electrochemical behavior of
sponge-based electrodes, cyclic voltammogram was investigated
in a three-electrode system with 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte in Fig. 4(a)
and Figure S2. All the curves obtained from the sponge-based
electrodes exhibited the distorted rectangular shape during
charge/discharge processes, showing their combined capacitance
from double layer capacitance and pseudo-capacitance due to the
nitrogen species. The galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of the
sponge-based electrodes at a current density of 0.2 A g�1 exhibited
the quasi-linear shape, indicating both EDLC and pseudocapacitive
performance (Fig. 4(b) and Figure S3).

Figure S3 showed that the voltage curve profile between �1 and
0 V depending on the different current densities. Two distinct
regions appeared during charging in voltage curves, one for which
the voltage rapidly changes in the �1 to �0.5 V range, followed by a
second region in which the voltage changes more gently between
�0.5 and 0 V. In case of 3D structure, the surface of electrode (ZnO
or ZnO/bacteria) was firstly reacted with the electrolyte ions. At
this time, ZnO had the pseudocapacitive behavior, resulting in fast
charging reaction. In the next step, the capacitive behavior of
sponge was mostly dependent on the formation of double layer
across the electrode/electrolyte interface. In discharging steps, the
slope was dramatically changed at the high current density while
the slope was slightly changed at low current density due to active
electron transfer [46–48]. The specific capacitance of sponge-
based electrodes calculated from galvanostatic charge/discharge
curves at the 0.2 A g�1 current density. The specific capacitance of
nO/SG5, and (f) contents of nitrogen species with sponge, and bacteria captured ZnO



Fig. 4. Electrochemical evaluations of bacteria captured ZnO/SG electrodes: (a) cyclic voltammograms of B@ZnO/SG5 with various scan rates, (b) galvanostatic charge/
discharge curve of B@ZnO/SG5 at 0.2 A/g, (c) specific capacitance, (d) Nyquist plots of sponge and B@ZnO/SG5, (e) cycling performance of B@ZnO/SG5, and (f) Ragone plot of
sponge and B@ZnO/SG5.
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the carbonized sponge was only 42 F/g from Fig. 4(b). After the
bacteria were introduced and pyrolyzed, the specific capacitance
was improved compared to that obtained from the pristine sponge.
Also, the specific capacitance enhanced as growth time of ZnO was
increased. It can be assumed that growth time of ZnO was relevant
to bacteria capturing efficiency. ZnO nanowires with high aspect
ratio can easily capture bacteria, which provide more abundant
carbon and nitrogen sources as mentioned above. The B@ZnO/SG5
exhibited the most superior electrochemical performance, and the
specific capacitance was 144 F g�1 at 0.2 A g�1 current density. The
specific area and content of heteroatoms of which were the highest
among the samples, indicating that there was a synergistic effect of
ZnO and heteroatoms of bacteria. When the bacteria were directly
loaded and carbonized on the bare sponge without ZnO (B@SG),
the specific capacitance also increased to 64 F g�1 (Figure S3).
However, the specific capacitance of B@ZnO/SG5 were drastically
increased than that of B@SG, indicating that ZnO were also
significant role in the composites by increasing surface area and
intrinsic pseudocapacitance and interaction of bacteria, resulting
improve specific capacitance.

Fig. 4(d) displayed Nyquist plots of B@ZnO/SG5 in a frequency
range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz. The slope of the curve with low
frequency region means the Warburg resistance, which is
associated with the electrolyte and proton diff ;usion into the
porous electrode. B@ZnO/SG5 exhibited lower diff ;usion resis-
tance, indicating low charge-transfer resistance and high electro-
lyte accessibility, which could be explained by their surface area
and nitrogen species [49]. In addition, the semicircle explained the
charge-transfer process between electrode and electrolyte inter-
face. The B@ZnO/SG5 with high surface area can cause lower the
charge transfer resistance than the pristine sponge in Fig. 4(d). The
cycle retention of B@ZnO/SG5 was investigated in order to assess
the long-term cycle stability of the B@ZnO/SG5. After the 5000
charge–discharge cycle test, the B@ZnO/SG5 retained 89% of the
initial specific capacitance, indicating outstanding cycling stability
(Fig. 4(e)). The Ragone plot of the supercapacitor electrode showed
that the highest energy density of 18 W h kg�1 can be reached at a
power density of 96 W kg�1, respectively in Fig. 4(f). This result
reveals that the bacteria captured ZnO on sponge electrode
demonstrated a superior electrode material.

Conclusions

We demonstrated a upcycle and renewable process for the
fabrication of hierarchical carbon/ZnO composite electrodes for
supercapacitors. Carbonization of polymeric sponge waste provid-
ed macroporous carbon skeleton. Carbonization of polymeric
sponge waste provided macroporous carbon skeleton.
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Hierarchically grown ZnO nanowires on a sponge surface provided
not only a pseudocapacitive property but also an ability to capture
bacteria cells which enable doping of carbon skeleton with
electrochemically beneficial various nitrogen species. The result-
ing electrodes exhibited high surface areas due to hierarchical
morphologies and high contents of nitrogen species originated
from carbonized bacteria. The proposed sustainable chemistry
utilizing multiple renewable resources to acquire required
physicochemical properties will open new opportunities to
prepare more functional materials in a more sustainable way.
Also, it can be extended to other metal oxide compounds (e.g.
nickel oxide, manganese oxide, cobalt oxide and etc.) and
carbonaceous materials (e.g. activated carbon, graphite, carbon
nanotube and etc.).
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